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Fire + Building
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Risk +
Hazards
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Emergency
Management
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Security

Forensics

Our Solutions
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++
++
++

Code Consulting
Design and Analysis
Risk Management
Commissioning

++
++
++
++

Testing and Evaluation
Failure Analysis
Software
Training

Our Global Reach
40,000+ Global Projects

90+ Offices Worldwide

1,250+ Employees

Our Mission
Advancing the science of safety to drive our industry forward
and bring peace of mind to clients – helping them protect lives,
property and reputation.

Our Vision
The Global Leader in Safety, Security
and Risk-Based Engineering + Consulting

Our Core Values
Technical

EXCELLENCE

+

Client

FOCUS

+

Always do

THE RIGHT THING

+

Innovate +

COLLABORATE

+

Professional
GROWTH

+

Promote

DIVERSITY

PROTECTING

What Matters

YOUR WORLD IS OUR WORLD
The surest sign of the quality of our work is that most people don’t know we’re doing it.
When 41,000 Chicago Cubs fans watch a fly ball at Wrigley Field, when 200,000 passengers take off or land
at Heathrow Airport each day or when millions around the world receive continuous power for homes and
businesses, they probably don’t think about what enables them to move safely through their daily lives.
Our clients do.
Every day, our dedicated engineers, scientists and consultants work as one team to address the complexities
of safety and security to help our clients protect what matters. We work across the spectrum of safety
challenges from fire and life safety and security risk management to failure analysis, emergency management
and uninterrupted power generation. In super tall buildings or sprawling power plants, clients in more than 100
countries know that when something could go wrong but doesn’t, it means that we’re doing our job.
Mitigating the factors that could put lives, property and reputations at risk has been our objective since our
founding in 1939 and in tens of thousands of projects worldwide. No project is too small, too large or too
complex. We were founded on this principle, and this legacy inspires the work of our 1,250-plus engineers,
scientists and consultants today.
FOCUSED ON YOU
For every client, we are an extension of your team, motivated by the same results: safe, secure and compliant
outcomes. Our decades of experience and culture of innovation provide clients with solutions that align with your
toughest challenges, highest priorities and biggest opportunities. We continue to expand our expertise in order to
meet these ever-growing needs and stay current on trends that jeopardize safety, business continuity or loss.
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GLOBAL EXPERTISE
Our worldwide presence enables us to serve clients that have complex projects in multiple locations around the
world. Clients know they can call on a global network with a virtually unlimited range of expertise. Our deep bench
strength differentiates us and supports our long-term partnerships. That might explain why about 90 percent of
our engagements come from repeat business through established client relationships.

90%

~

of our engagements come from

repeat business

THROUGH ESTABLISHED CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS
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VANGUARDS OF SAFETY INNOVATION
Our industry-leading research and development takes many forms: in-house lab testing and modeling; machine
learning and proprietary software solutions to help quickly identify conditions likely to affect safety; and predictive
data analytics to assess potential issues and support decision making.
We work continuously to enhance our R&D capabilities to ensure that we are bringing forward the most
appropriate, safe and effective solution, whether through new software solutions or through labs that help
troubleshoot root causes of material and structural failures or that test dust combustibility.
We also move our industry forward by participating on committees for the development and revision of safety
codes and standards in an ever-changing world of building systems, materials and design and construction
practices.
We were founding editors of the Society of Fire Protection Engineers (SFPE) Handbook on Fire Protection
Engineering in 1988, and we’re contributors to this day. Our team also supports industry policy and research
through work with the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) and Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI). We’re also a
training partner of the Automatic Fire Alarm Associates (AFAA) and instructors for the National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) program. We consider knowledge sharing part of our mission to help advance the science of
safety for all.
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OUR TEAM HAS
SERVED ON OVER

150

FOR ORGANIZATIONS
THAT DESIGN CODES
AND STANDARDS,
INCLUDING:

committees

++

National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA)

++

Automatic Fire Alarm
Association (AFAA)

++

Society of Fire Protection
Engineers (SFPE)

++

American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME)

++

International Code Council
(ICC)

++

American Nuclear Society
(ANS)

++

Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE)

++

American Institute of Steel
Construction (AISC)

++

Underwriters Laboratory (UL)

++

++

Fire Protection Research
Foundation (FPRF)

American Iron and Steel
Institute (AISI)

++

++

American Society for Testing
and Materials (ASTM)

American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and
Air-Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE)

++

ASIS International (ASIS)

++

Council on Tall Buildings and
Urban Habitat (CTBUH)

++

National Association of Fire
Investigators (NAFI)

++

Joint Army-Navy-NASAAir Force Safety and
Environmental Protection
(JANNAF)

++

World Organization of Building
Officials (WOBO)

++

Various Fire Inspector and
Fire Chiefs Associations
Nationwide
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Our Services
Our engineers, scientists and consultants
have been leaders in developing innovative
solutions for complex safety and security
client challenges for more than 80 years.
We’re dedicated to advancing the science of
safety through technology, knowledge and
best-in-class research and development.
We see the practical impact of our work on
people’s lives in thousands of safe facilities and
dozens of facility types around the world. Our
investment in deepening our own capabilities
and broadening industry knowledge will make
a difference in people’s lives for generations.
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Fire + Building Safety

From expert consulting and cladding to safety systems design and egress modeling, building safety is at the
core of our organization. We’re a true partner with clients worldwide. Our performance-based design engineers
work with developers and architects from the day a facility is conceived to the moment it’s put into service, and
then through operation, renovation or repurposing. It’s not just that we’re experts at fire and safety codes; our
engineers wrote many of the codes and, working with safety and code committees worldwide, modify them
continually as building technology and materials evolve.
OUR FIRE + BUILDING SAFETY SERVICES INCLUDE:
++

Accessibility Consulting

++

AHJ Representation and Plan Review

++

Cladding and Façade Evaluation

++

Code Consulting

++

Commissioning

++

Fire and Life Safety Systems Design

++

Fire, Smoke and Egress Modeling

++

Performance-Based Design

++

Software
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Case Study
FIRE + SAFETY CODE CONSULTING
HOSPITAL NETWORK

We’re providing a broad portfolio of fire
and life safety code consulting, and an
emergency management technology
solution, to a 36-hospital network with
facilities in three countries. The rapidly
growing client needed a long-term partner
whose compliance and safety model could
be standardized across the network.
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Risk + Hazards

Identifying potential hazards and mitigating the associated
risks are critical to the safety and continuity of any business,
especially in many industrial facilities.
Our experts will work with you not only to help source every
potential hazard but also to perform thorough risk analyses
to identify the probability of an event and the potential
consequences. Through this evaluation, we’ll create a safety
plan that is compliant, fits your business priorities and can be
adapted throughout your company culture.
OUR RISK + HAZARDS SERVICES INCLUDE:
++

Combustible Dust Safety

++

Environmental Hazards Safety

++

Hazardous Materials

++

Process Safety

++

Research and Development

++

Risk Analysis

+

Case Study
COMPREHENSIVE RISK ASSESSMENT
GOVERNMENT OF DUBAI

We performed a comprehensive risk
assessment for the government of Dubai. The
scope included monitoring and measuring
pollutants and disease-causing contaminants in
the air and water, particularly in environments
where the risk is relatively high.
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Security

Protecting what matters – your people, performance, interests and reputation – requires a comprehensive,
strategic and risk-based approach. Our experts specialize in addressing your priorities by advancing a holistic
approach to the core elements of security program excellence: strategy, structure, people, process and
technology. Through a prevention-oriented lens, we assess your risks, threats and vulnerabilities; recommend
countermeasures; and help you implement them to gain insight, assurance and confidence.
OUR SECURITY SERVICES INCLUDE:
++

Cyber and Information Security

++

Investigations

++

Law Enforcement Consulting

++

Master Security Planning

++

Private Client and Family Office Services

++

Security and Protective Design

++

Security Risk Management

++

Threat and Violence Risk Management
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Emergency Management

When a crisis arises, shortening the response time is critical. Any delay can have significant and even fatal
implications. In today’s business, political, environmental and social realities, it’s imperative for every business or
facility to plan for the worst-case scenario and be prepared for any emergency. We understand that emergency
response and management, no matter the scope, are critical to your individual facility.
Our team works in partnership with you to help you understand every facet of emergency management, from
action plans to mass notification system design to post-event response. We collaborate on a plan that is the
right scale for your needs.
OUR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SERVICES INCLUDE:
++

Catastrophic Response

++

Emergency Action Plans

++

Emergency Preparedness

++

Mass Notifications Systems

++

Pedestrian Modeling
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Forensics

When a failure occurs, whether by structural defect, natural disaster,
product failure or car accident, the impact on people’s lives and the
disruption to a client’s business can be devastating. Knowing the root
cause of an event enables you to protect lives, property and reputation
moving forward.
Through our network of engineers, scientists, architects and consultants,
we conduct field investigations and provide supporting analysis and
clear reporting almost anywhere in the world.
We support our investigative work through in-house laboratory, testing
and modeling services, providing you with insightful analysis and an
unbiased approach. Using technology and advanced modeling tools, we
can help you determine the cause of product and construction failures,
industrial incidents, structural damage, personal injury accidents and a
wide variety of other services in collaboration with subject matter experts.

+

OUR FORENSIC ENGINEERING + CONSULTING SERVICES INCLUDE:
++

Accident Reconstruction

++

Building Sciences

++

Expert Laboratory Services

++

Failure Analysis

++

Fire Science

++

Litigation Support

++

Materials Science

++

Origin and Cause

++

Product Liability
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Case Study
METALLURIGICAL AND MATERIALS
FAILURE ANANLYSIS - RESIDENTIAL
COMPLEX

A team in the U.S. Pacific Northwest analyzed
multiple failures in hot water risers in a large
residential complex.
Our metallurgical and materials engineering
team investigated, among other things, the
plastic pipe’s molecular structure and the
local water’s mineral content to determine the
extent to which their interaction contributed
to the problem.

Software Solutions

Consider the hours and cost required to assess up to 1,000 conditions in a network of complex buildings, only
to determine that 999 of the conditions don’t pose safety risks. Our safety software solutions perform the task
continuously in a fraction of the time, with minimal human intervention and virtually no human fallibility. Dollar
savings to clients are in the millions, while reducing risk to people and property.
Many of our software solutions enable clients to maintain and monitor safety, security and emergency
management systems in real time, and provide visual control via their dashboards.
OUR SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS INCLUDE:
++

Fire Protection Software

++

Life Safety and Emergency Management Software

++

Nuclear and Power Plant Safety Software
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Training

We take great pride in sharing knowledge with clients,
colleagues and industry peers. We do this regularly
through committees, associations and informal day-to-day
interactions. Knowledge transfer is embedded in both our
culture and our operations, primarily through the Jensen
Hughes Academy.
The Academy provides our employees and clients with
world-class, industry-leading live and online safety training.
The platform enables engineers, scientists and code
experts to share technical knowledge with clients and
peers worldwide, 24/7.

+

We’re the training partner of the Automatic Fire Alarm
Association (AFAA), and our experts serve as instructors
for National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) programs.
All our online and instructor-led training programs are
certified by the International Association of Continuing
Education and Training (IACET), with many certified by
the American Institute of Architects (AIA).
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Case Study
HOTEL + CASINO DEVELOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL CODE EXPERTISE

We provided international code expertise to
the developer of a large-scale hotel/casino in
Macau. Because local codes were designed
for buildings with smaller fire compartments
and far less complex requirements, we were
requested to educate both developers
and local code authorities on fire safety
factors such as egress, sprinklers, alarms
and building materials and recommended
compartment size.

R&D + Testing

“Advancing the science of safety” is the guiding principle behind our industry-leading research and development
and testing operations. Safety systems and code requirements are constantly in flux. Building materials and
processes are constantly improving. R&D at Jensen Hughes is an ongoing process of evaluating, testing and
analyzing at our in-house labs throughout North America.
OUR INDUSTRY-LEADING TESTING CAPABILITIES INCLUDE:
++

In-house laboratory facilities (chemistry, dust, electrical,
fire, materials and metallurgical)

++

Breadth of technical areas of expertise, from
basic and developmental work through prototyping and commercial applications

++

Experience working with the world’s leading
laboratories and agencies

++

Ability to conduct tests around the world under
a broad range of conditions

++

Results that are reflected in product approvals,
code changes and acceptance by regulatory and
approval authorities

++

Cutting-edge development and application of the
science and practice of fire protection engineering
as demonstrated by numerous awards and citations

++

+

Our In-House Labs
LOCATED IN NORTH AMERICA

CHEMISTRY
DUST
ELECTRICAL
FIRE
MATERIALS
METALLURGICAL

State-of-the-art modeling including computational
fluid dynamics (CFD), thermal analysis, finite
element structural analysis, fire dynamics and
complex multi-physics problems

CORPORATE BROCHURE
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WE’RE PRESENT

In Your Industry
Our staff has the advantage of drawing
from the knowledge of over 1,250 skilled
professionals worldwide with combined
experience in all industries — many of whom
are subject-matter experts or specialists for
unique project types.
We put our minds together to deliver the
best solution for your project.
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Aviation

Safe air travel begins with safety on the ground. Airports are complex operations accommodating billions of
people per year. They require a robust support system to move people efficiently and in a timely manner through
retail, baggage handling, security and other critical elements.
Our services encompass code consulting, design consulting, fire protection, engineering and pedestrian
modeling. We assist by modeling efficient access, egress and travel within terminals. Our cross-functional
consulting teams work on both new construction and renovations. We’ve helped some of the world’s busiest
airports prevent disruptions.
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“

Jensen Hughes is the best solution
for our biggest design challenges.
As a result of their performance, we’ve
been able to reduce our overhead
on projects and more appropriately
allocate those internal resources.
This team has never missed a
deadline, never underperformed
and never failed to deliver what
they promise.”
- LINK-NILSEN CORPORATION

Commercial
Global commercial real estate, including multi-family
residential, retail, office and assembly use, requires
forward-thinking design approaches that often fall
outside of prescriptive code requirements. We provide
customized code consulting, fire protection, engineering,
security system design and safety consulting services
for all classes of commercial and residential buildings.
We use techniques such as fire and smoke-movement
modeling to help building owners understand risk during
design, construction and operation.
Our overarching goals are always to protect lives and
property and to provide tenants with safe environments.
If needed, our forensics team will analyze buildingcomponent failures down to the metallurgical and
molecular levels to find root causes and deploy new
preventive measures.
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Education
Students, parents, educators and administrators might have different ideas
of what matters most about the academic experience. But all would likely
agree that security, safety and emergency management are top priorities.
Our approach to safety in K-12 through higher education facilities
encompasses everything from code consulting and fire alarm design
to assessing threats and vulnerabilities. We help you in all phases of
design, construction and occupancy. We also offer property-condition
assessments for building systems, as well as progressive failure analysis
and remediation plans for aging construction.
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Federal

Every government and military facility has specific safety, security and risk challenges. These facilities have a
variety of functions, such as healthcare and data storage, and take many forms - including ships, military bases
and historically significant structures. We can help you navigate these challenges, from traditional fire protection
engineering to environmental hazard consulting.
Our code expertise can also help federal government facilities navigate the United Facilities Code (UFC)
requirements related to fire protection engineering. As industry leaders in the public sector for decades,
we’ve represented United States interests on a global scale and across all branches of the federal government,
including DOE, GSA, DOD and our military branches. We protect the safety of your facilities and staff – critical
to our government’s infrastructure, continuity and support.
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Healthcare
There might not be an environment in which safety and uninterrupted
activity are more critical than in a hospital. With continued consolidation and
technological advances in the healthcare sector, clients need a long-term
partner with global resources and specialized, multifaceted technical expertise.
We can design and deploy standard compliance and safety models across
a network of hospitals, long-term care facilities and other operations. We
work in partnership with you to provide the highest level of construction
and system safety, while ensuring that you can plan for, respond to and
recover from any type of emergency. Our expert team can help you navigate
your toughest challenges and, through training, technology and preventive
measures, give you peace of mind.
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Historic Buildings
+ Museums

Historic and cultural institutions such as libraries, museums and galleries often need a higher level – or at least a
unique type – of protection. While people’s safety is always our top priority, protecting priceless, irreplaceable
artwork and artifacts creates a special sense of urgency. Damage that might be considered minor or repairable in
other types of facilities could be disastrous in the case of art, antiquities, rare books, historical documents or the
historically significant buildings themselves.
What’s more, historical buildings, because of their older design and the number of people who visit them, might
provide access and egress challenges that require innovative solutions that call for our depth of experience and
our innovative modeling techniques.
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Hospitality + Entertainment
Hospitality and entertainment have driven construction and renovation booms throughout the world. The
industry is evolving, and developers are exploring new design approaches. Many desire multipurpose venues with
complex safety challenges.
We work with design architects, developers, owners and operators to solve these challenges holistically to protect
lives, property and reputation. We have expertise in international codes, engineering best practices, performancebased consulting and fire and life safety audit criteria. We help you navigate compliance and commissioning
issues to maintain the form and function of design while meeting scope, budgetary and operational objectives.
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Manufacturing

Industrial and manufacturing facilities pose true one-of-a-kind challenges. While virtually all clients need fire safety
and code consulting, other requirements vary by materials used, power demands, facility size, seismic activity
and climate, to name a few of the most significant variables. One client might need to evaluate risks associated
with materials disposal, while another might need design calculations for mechanical, electrical, water and
fire-protection systems to minimize the effects of vibration transmission. Manufacturers also may need product
failure investigation.
Our innovative solutions address novel hazards that don’t fit the prescriptive standards. We help you develop or
implement first-of-kind safety processes and address challenges in developing code compliant facilities, as well as
support failure analysis. As facilities become more technologically complex, all clients need teams that can provide
solutions across functional and geographical boundaries.
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Mission Critical
Owners and managers of mission-critical facilities
look to increase performance, reliability and
efficiency while minimizing risk and eliminating
the complexities of day-to-day operations.
Even a momentary service disruption could result
in the loss of millions of dollars of revenue. We
offer the expertise you need to keep your facility
safe, secure and operating normally.
Our teams work to secure the continuity of
communities, businesses and financial transactions.
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Petrochemical, Oil + Gas

The petrochemical, oil and gas sector includes industries where safety and
risk management are inseparable from facility operations, and where service
interruption often has a direct and costly impact on communities
and businesses.
We have extensive expertise in design and construction consulting, specialized
software, risk assessment and operation of refineries. Our experts help you
navigate complex operations, large-scale projects and regulations. Through our
global work with upstream, midstream and downstream clients, we understand
the potential consequences of the unexpected release of toxic, reactive or
flammable liquids and gases. We’re experts in the design systems to manage
those risks and mitigate the effects.
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Power
Most people’s requirements for obtaining
power are simple: Plug something in or turn
something on and get safe, clean power. It’s
difficult to imagine a market sector more taken
for granted yet more essential to communities’
and businesses’ day-to-day functioning.
It’s also difficult to imagine – let alone to
define – a limit on the scope of analytical and
engineering work needed to generate and
transmit power safely, cleanly and without
interruption.
For decades, we have led the focus on
regulatory implications for fire and life
safety, efficient operation and risk-informed
decision making for the power industry.
We have helped mitigate risk to ensure
business continuity, which our entire global
infrastructure relies upon.
In addition, we work with local utilities and
municipalities, as well as organizations
developing alternative fuel sources, to keep
power flowing.

+

Nuclear
We’re actively involved in
developing industry policy
with NEI, NRC and EPRI.
Our team has provided these
services to the entire United
States nuclear fleet as well as in
plants in Asia, Europe and the
Middle East.
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Legal
Litigation support is critical to developing the best case for your client and to preparing objectively for issues
raised in a dispute. We provide independent and unbiased assistance in litigation, combining advanced laboratory
testing and modeling with expert consulting. Our engineers draw on their expertise in fire protection engineering,
code consulting, forensics and risk-based science to support and enhance your case.
We also provide expert-witness testimony on a wide variety of situations, including proper building
accessibility codes, potential injuries resulting from an auto accident or regulated safety and security
standards for complex facilities.
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Insurance

Insurance claims range in size and complexity, from a single auto accident to a construction defect or to severe
losses caused by natural disasters. Insurers must act quickly to collect data and evidence critical to determining
loss value, repair requirements and fault. Our depth of experience in forensics, combined with our international
presence, enables us to respond rapidly.
We work in a broad range of industries to help determine origin and cause through failure analysis, accident
reconstruction and expert laboratory services. We work with national and international insurers, claims adjusters
and those who support the insurance industry to plan for and mitigate future risk. We evaluate progressive failure,
provide innovative design solutions for existing conditions and conduct proactive laboratory testing.
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Science + Technology
Science and technology facilities, such as pharmaceutical and biotech labs, are places where new ideas come to
life and old materials must be disposed of. We provide critical life safety, security and emergency management
solutions that these environments require for uninterrupted activity. Our team designs processes for the safe
storage, processing and disposal of hazardous materials.
We provide chemical hazard analysis and performance-based design to help our clients meet requirements
and prevent unforeseen costs. Our integrated solutions comply with all regulatory standards to assess
risk and hazards accurately and to deliver proper life safety, security and emergency management
solutions to fit your needs.
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Transit + Tunnels

Transportation networks connect us all and are continually evolving to meet the growing needs of industry, travel
and connectivity. We help you mitigate safety, security and risk challenges to prevent fatalities, large and costly
property losses and long periods of business interruption.
Our engineers have advised the U.S. Delegation of International Maritime Organization’s Subcommittee on Fire
Protection since the 1990s and continue to serve on the technical committee of NFPA 130, Standard for Fixed
Guideway Transit and Passenger Rail Systems. Our in-depth knowledge of fire protection, life safety, security and
risk challenges of rail stations, ground transportation systems, maritime facilities, ports and tunnels provides you
with comprehensive transportation solutions to improve your business and passenger safety.
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+ 1 410 737 8677
info@jensenhughes.com
+

jensenhughes.com
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